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The Hood River Valley, located 100 kilometers east
.,

of Portland, Oregon, is in the transition zone between two
geolo~ic

Plateau.

•

j

·,

provinces--the High Cascades and the Columbia
The entire valley is probably underlain by

Columbia River Basalt, but it crops out only on steep
hillsides and in stream valleys.
is not exposed in the thesis area.

The base of the basalt
The basalt is over-

lain by Pliocene and Quaternary basalt and andesite,
volcanic sediments and glacial debris.
The stratigraphy of the Columbia River Basalt is
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useful in determining the path of the basalt flows into
western Oregon, in mapping the structure and in reconstructing the tectonic development of the northern Oregon
Cascades.
The detailed stratigraphy of the Columbia River
Basalt in the Hood River Valiey was determined through
petrography, trace element chemistry, remnant magnetic
polarity (RMP) and

correlati~n

of known flows in the field.

The structure was determined by field observations, photo
lineations and from stratigraphic correlations throughout
the Hood River Valley.
The Columbia River Basalt exposed in the Hood River
Valley belongs to the Yakima Basalt Subgroup and comprises
the High MgO and the Low MgO geochemical types of the
Grande Ronde Basalt and the Frenchman Springs and Priest
Rapids Members of the Wanapum Basalt.

Two remnant mag-

netic polarity boundaries are exposed in these basalt flows.
They are the N2/R2 boundary within the Low MgO_ Grande
Ronde flows and the RJ/N2 boundary.between the Priest
Rapids and the underlying Frenchman Springs

Me~bers

of the

Wanapum Basalt.
The total thickness of the exposed Yakima Basalt is
approximately 480 meters.
contacts and variation of
indicat~

Extensive palagonite at the flow
thickn~ss

of groups of flows

that some of the area was a topographic low

during much of the time· the flows aceumulated.

3
Two linear trends dominate the area.

East to north-

east trending faults and folds are cut by younger northwest
trending faults and dikes.

An anticline plunges to the

east across the southern part of Middle Mountain.

A

thick breccia zone in the Neal Creek drainage southeast
of Middle Mountain marks a northeast trending fault.

The

northeast structures are cu·t by numerous northwest trending
antithetic faults.

The faults occur in a step-like

pattern across the valley.

The Hood River Fault bordering

the east side of' the valley has .a· right lateral as well as
vertical component.
The Hood River Valley does not appear to be a graben,
rather it consists of many tilted blocks hinged to the
southwest and dipping to the northeast.

Flows on Middle

Mountain on the west side of the valley are at the same
elevation as correlative f'lows on the east side of the
Hood River Fault.
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INTRODUCTION
The Columbia River Basalt Group, of Miocene age, is
a tholeiitic flood basalt which erupted into a basin which
is now the Columbia Plateau.

The basalt erupted from north

and northwest trending fissures in the eastern half of the
plateau (Waters, 1961; Taubeneck, 1970; Swanson and others,
1975) and covered about 2x105 Km 2 (Waters, 1962), extending
over northeastern Oregon, southeastern Washington and parts
of western Idaho (Figure 1).

The plateau consists of essen-

tially horizontal layers of Columbia River Basalt flows
which reach a total thickness of at least 1500 meters near
Pasco, Washington (Asaro and others, 1978).

Most of the

basalt erupted between 16 and 6 million years ago (Watkins
and Baksi, 1974; McKee and others, 1977).
Waters (1961) identified two major units of the Columbia River Basalt--the Picture Gorge Basalt and the Yakima
Basalt.

Since then/major developments in recognizing units

within the Columbia River Basalt have occurred and major
revisions in nomenclature have been made.

The stratigraphic

nomenclature used in this paper is one proposed by Swanson
and others (in press) which recently was approved by the
U.S. Geological Survey (Figure 2).
This paper concerns the stratigraphy and structure
of the Columbia River Basalt Group in the Hood River Valley.
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Figure 2. Stratigraphy of the Columbia River Basalt Group.
Bars indicate the members occurring in the Hood River Valley.
(After Swanson, 1978).
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The valley is geographically located along the northeastern
boundary

~f

the Cascade Range in Oregon and is a transition

zone between two geologic provinces--the High Cascades and
the Columbia Plateau.
To the east of the Hood

Rive~

Valley the Columbia

River Basalt exposure increases as the basalt becomes the
dominant geologic feature, forming the plateau.

To the

west the Columbia River Basalt disappears under younger
volcanics and volcanic sediments, except where exposed along
the Columbia River Gorge.
The entire Hood River Valley is probably underlain by
the Yakima Basalt Subgroup of the Columbia River Basalt
Group.

As the stratigraphy of the Yakima Basalt becomes

better understood, it becomes increasingly useful in interpreting the structure and development of the northern
Cascades and in determining the path(s) the basalt flows
took to reach western Oregon.

The discovery that trace

element content can be deployed as a fingerprint for particular members or groups of flows within the Yakima Basalt
has facilitated the determination of the basalt stratigraphy.
Osawa and Gales (1970) introduced the use of trace
element analysis to aid in determining stratigraphy of the
Columbia River Basalt, but they emphasized that the more
reliable identification tools are petrography and major
element composition.

Since their paper, determining trace

element content has become an important technique for

5

distinguishing particular groups of flows within the
Yakima Basalt.

Remnant magnetic polarity (RMP), hand

sample appearance, flow appearance and laterally consistent interbeds are other necessary parameters for stratigraphic determination in the Yakima Basalt Subgroup.
This study was undertaken to help close the gap in
the knowledge of the structure of the Columbia River Basalt
Group in northwestern Oregon, particularly in the Mt. Hood
area.

Delineating trends in the structure of the Columbia

River Basalt will help determine the tectonic development
of the northern Oregon Cascade Range.

-

...

~

,,.--

----~ > •

DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA
The Hood River Valley is located 100 kilometers east
of Portland., Oregon and extends from the city of Hood River
to the northern flanks of Mt. Hood,
south.

25 kilometers to the

The area under study'is the Hood River watershed

(Figure 3).
The Hood River watershed has a large central valley
which is divided into the Hood River Valley on the north
and the Upper Hood River Valley to the south.

In this·

paper references to the Hood River Valley include the upper
valley as well.

The valley floor is flat, sloping to the

north, and is overlain by waterlaid volcanic sediments
and ~udflow breccia (Peck, 1961) from the Cascades.

The

valley is interrupted near the center by Middle Mountain,
which is composed of Yakima Basalt, and by

Boo~h

Hill and

Lenz Butte, which are local vents for Pliocene basalt flows
(Peck, 1961).
The Hood River flows along the west side of Middle
Mountain separating it from Tertiary and Quaternary
volcanic rocks which lap 'over the Yakima Basalt.

It then

flows across the center of the Hood River Valley, north of
Middle Mountain, to the Columbia River.

No Yakima Basalt

is exposed along the Hood River north of Middle Mountain
from Tucker Bridge to the Columbia River.

At the mouth of

(
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Sketch map of the Hood River watershed.
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the Hood River Yakima Basalt is exposed.
The Hood River has three main forks, only the West
Fork exposes Yakima Basalt south of Middle Mountain.

Lake

Branch Creek, which flows out of Lost Lake and joins the
West Fork Hood River in the southwest corner of the area,
also exposes Yakima Basalt.

The other major tributaries in

the Hood· River watershed which expose Yakima Basalt are
Green Point Creek, which flows into the West Fork Hood
River, and Neal Creek, which flows along the east side of
the valley east of Booth Hill and joins the Hood River in
the Hood River Valley.

Yakima Basalt is also exposed by

Snakehead Creek and West Fork Neal Creek which feed Neal
Creek.
The east side of the Hood River Valley is flanked by
Yakima Basalt which is overlain by the Dalles Formation to
the north and by Pliocene and Quaternary basalts and andesites to the south (Peck; 1961).
The south end of the Upper Hood River Valley is a
transition zone between valley floor and the slopes of
Mt. Hood.

Quaternary lavas lap onto the valley floor; for

example, the Parkdale lava flow is a very fresh basalt flow
which enters the valley west of Parkdale.
The west side of the upper valley is bordered by Blue
Rid~e

which is overlain by Pliocene andesite (Wise, 1969).

Blue Ridge separates the Upper Hood River Valley from the
West Fork Hood River.

The west side of the Hood River

9

Valley north of Blue Ridge is flanked by Tertiary andesite
and basalt which are overlain by Quaternary basalt (?)
probably from Mt •. Defiance.
Although the entire valley and surrounding hills are
thought to be underlain by Yakima Basalt, exposure is limited
to stream channels and steep hillsides.

The exposures on

hillsides are scarce and seldom occur naturally.
due to man's excavations.

Most are

The Hood River and the West Fork

Hood River provide the only section of Yakima Basalt outcrops from north to south within the Hood River Valley.
Access to outcrops along the streams is limited by
high water from glacial runoff and steep basalt cliffs.
Most of the area is crisscrossed with roads or cat trails
which, if not navigable by car, aid access by foot.

Limited

exposure and deep weathering of the often highly-fractured
basalt was a great hindrance to iden.tification and mapping
of individual units.
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PREVIOUS WORK
.The Hood River Valley is often mentioned in papers
concerning the Columbia River Gorge.

References to surface

geology, the presence of Columbia River Basalt, the Hood
River fault and the effects of the Missoula flood are contained in various papers.

Two papers on the Columbia River

Gorge were consulted for this thesis, one by Allen (1932)
and one by Baldwin (1966).
The only map with the geology of the entire Hood River
watershed is the Geologic Map of Oregon West of the 121st
Meridian, mapped by Wells .and Peek
1:500,000.

l

(

1961) at a scale of

The location of the Columbia River Basalt out-

crops on Peck's map were the basis for early mapping for
this paper.

His map was found to be very accurate as to

location and extent of exposed Columbia River Basalt.
The east hills bordering the Hood River Valley have
been mapped for geology and structure by Newcomb (1969).
His map delineates the extent of the Columbia River Basalt
and the structure of the basalt along the western edge of
the The Dalles Quadrangle.

Holmgren (1969) also included

a portion of the east hills along the Columbia River between
Hood River and Mosier on a geologic map.

He mapped

the basalts as one unit, the Columbia River Basalt, but
mentioned in his paper the existence· of the Mosier (Pomona)

11

flow which overlies older Columbia River Basalt on both
sides of Mosier.

He included several strikes and dips on

the basalts in the area,
Wise (1969) referred to the geology and structure in
the Hood.River Valley as supporting evidence for the age
and sequence of folding and faulting in the Cascades.

He

discusseq the formations which are exposed in the Hood
River Valley but did not include a geologic map of the area.
Beaulieau (1977) published the most recent w6rk which
includes the geology of the Hood River Valley.

His map is

a reconnaisance map for the purpose of defining environmental hazards in the area.
his mapping.

Surface geology had priority in

The distribution of Columbia River Basalt in

the Hood River Valley mapped by Beaulieau does not agree
with that of Peck or with this author.

For example, Middle

Mountain consists entirely of Columbia River Basalt;
Beaulieau mapped Columbia River Basalt only on the southern
edge.
None of the authors mentioned above mapped the stratigraphy of the Columbia River Basalt, but the structure which
was included in the papers proved useful in aiding the
author's interpretation.

METHOD OF COLLECTION AND
KNALYsrs~oF
THE DATA
-- - .,_

The field work for this paper was done in two phases,
First, a general reconnaisance of the area was made.

Loca-

tions of Yakima Basalt outcrops were mapped with the aid
of the geologic map by Peck (1961) and air photos.

Samples

from flows scattered throughout the Hood River watershed
were collected for trace element analysis.

Where possible,

vertical sections containing several flows were sampled.
Remnant magnetic polarity (RIVIP) was checked in the field
on at least three samples from each flow with a fluxgate
magnetometer.

Where possible, the samples for RMP were

taken from the base of the flows adjacent to contacts.
The second phase of fieid work was accomplished
after the samples collected during the first phase had been
analyzed for trace element content and assigned a stratigraphic position.

More samples were then taken for hand

sample identification, which is based mainly on grain size,
including presence or absence of phenocrysts, and for thin
section analysis.

Few flows are distinguishable by thin

section study, but some do have

distin~uishing

character-

istics.
Members identified through laboratory studies were
then described for field characteristics which include

-:
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jointing patterns, thickness of the flows, contact appearance and weathering.

These characteristics along with RMP

and lithology aided in mapping areas where geochemical control was lacking.
Other important features for mapping stratigraphy,
especially for tracing lateral continuation of flows,
were topographic expression and vegetation.

Benches occur

at particular contacts and often can be traced laterally
around a hiliside.

The most noticeable feature in the

vegetation is the lack of trees and shrubs growing over
particular flows.

A band of grass bordered above and below

by trees and shrubs delineated two particular Grande Ronde
flows, the youngest Low MgO N2 and the youngest High MgO
flows, on the east side of Middle Mountain (Figure 4).
The laboratory work included Instrumental Neutron
Activation Analysis (INNA) and petrography (See Appendix A
fpr details on INAA).

Trace element analysis allows deter-

mination of the stratigraphic relationship of particular·
groups of flows to known chemical boundaries which are consistent throughout the expanse of the Columbia River Basalt.
· The amount of time allotted for this project permitted
the analysis of 52 samples for trace element content (See
Appendix A, Table I for analysis results).

The sample

locations are marked on the. geologic map of the area (See
Figure 11, in pocket; Appendix B for correlation of map
location with sample names).

Three·vertical sections of

15
more than two flows were analyzed.

The sections are from

1) Snakehead Creek, samples SNKH 1-10; 2) the junction of
Lake Branch Creek and the West Fork Hood River, samples
HDRV 5-9; and 3) the southwest corner of Middle Mountain,
samples MDMT 4-6.

Other flows analyzed were either exposed

as single flows or two flows in contact.

The Snakehead

Creek section was the only vertical section analyzed for
trace element content on the east side of the Hood River ·
Valley.

Five other samples were analyzed in the Neal Creek

drainage, but due to the ·lack of more information, the
section determined by trace element analysis could not be
extrapolated with confidence very far laterally.

Weath-

ering is extremely deep in the area making hand sample
determination difficult.

Without more samples analyzed for

trace element content, much of the area's stratigraphy must
be mapped as undifferentiated.

The outline of undifferen-

tiated basalt on the geologic map in this thesis (Figure 11)
was taken from the geologic map of the The Dalles quadrangle
(Newcomb, 1969) and the small scale geologic map of western
Oregon (Peck, 1961).
The area east of the city of Hood River bordering on
the Columbia River was mapped by hand sample identification,
RMP and topographic expression.

These flows are much less

weathered than in the Neal Creek drainage and, thus, are
identifiable in hand sample.

Benches were used as topo-

graphic aids in extending the boundaries laterally.

STRATIGRAPHY
The flows mapped for this study are all members of
the Wanapum and underlying Grande Ronde formations of the
Yakima Basalt Subgroup (See Figure 2).

The stratigraphic

column ·represents a composite (Figure 5) o.f all flows
mapped in the area.

The tptal number of flows in each

member is not necessarily found throughout the watershed.
Although common in some areas of the Columbia River
Basalt, interbeds were observed infrequently in the Hood
River watershed.

Only four interbeds were mapped and none

greater than one meter thick.

Contacts are mostly clean

and sharp and are often bounded by pillow palagonite or
palagonite breccia.
Grande Ronde Basalt
The Grande Ronde Basalt is separated from the
Wanapum Basalt on the basis of chemistry, major and trace
elements, the presence of an interbed between the two
formations, and petrography,· mainly grain size (Mackin,

1961; Swanson, 1973).
The Grande Ronde flows in general have a well-developed lower colonnade and a thick upper entablature
(Swanson, 1967).

The entablature is often the dominant

feature, comprising up to approximately 80 percent of the
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Basalt in the Hood River Valley.
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flow thickness, as can be seen at Multnomah Falls in the
Columbia River Gorge.

This description applies well to

most of the Low MgO but not to the High MgO Grande Ronde
Basalt in western Oregon (Beeson and Moran, 1979).
The Grande Ronde Basalt flows are chemically divided
into two groups, the Low Magnesium Oxide (MgO) flows and
the overlying High MgO flows.

These two groups are mega-

scopically as well as chemically distinct, but hand sample
identification is not always reliable due to variations in
appearance.

A positive stratigraphic assignation can be

made with trace element analysis, mainly by comparing
Lanthanum (La), Scandium (Sc) and Samarium (Sm).
Another method of assigning stratigraphic position
within the Grande Ronde flows is with RMP.

The Grande

Ronde flows have three remnant magnetic boundaries of which
only the N2/R2 is exposed in the Hood River area (See
Figure 2).
Low MgO Grande Ronde Basalt.

The Low MgO flows are

aphanitic, of 0.1 millimeter grain size, black to greyblack, occasionally containing scattered, clear phenocrysts
of plagioclase about

0.5 to 1.0 millimeter in size.

The N2/R2 boundary occurs within the Low MgO section.
The boundary is not distinguishable chemically or petrographically at this time.

Although quite similar petro-

graphically, the .flows above and below the magnetic boundary
do have distinguishing characteristics, at least in the Hood
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River Valley.
Low MgO R2 - The l?wer of the two Low MgO flows
exposed along the Hood River at Dee (sec. 7, T.1N., R.9E.).
has large, well-developed columns about one-half to threefourths meter wide.

The flow is at least 30 meters thick

with a hackly entablature forming the upper half.
The upper Low MgO R2 flow has irregular columns with
a shattered appearance in places (Figure 6) and a platy,
swirling pattern in others, the latter '.'suggesting that
directional stresses were set up in still viscous lava by a
surge of movement after partial consolidation of the colonnade" (Atlantic Richfield Hanford Co., 1976).

The upper

Low MgO R2 flow also has a thick palagonite breccia.mixed
into the upper part of the flow, pillows and ropy lava
occur sporadically within the breccia.

A two meter thick

zone of large, abundant vesicles and vesicle columns about
15 centimeters wide and 50 centimeters high occurs under
the palagonite breccia.

The flow may have dived under

water, causing turbulence and mixing in its upper part
before damming the water.

The gas bubbles released up-

ward through the lava were trapped by the capping palagoni te breccia which had solidified quickly.
The two Low MgO R2 flows are not exposed in contact
nor are they seen completely from top to bottom due to
erosion and cover.
flows is 65 meters.

An estimated thickness for the two
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Low MgO N2 - The Low MgO N2 flows, exposed from Green
Point Creek north to Ditch Creek, on Middle Mountain and
along the east side of the valley, have moderate to
developed colonnades.

well~

The columns are usually about one-

half to one meter wide, wavy and have horizontal fractures
which give rise to cube-shaped rubble at the base.

The

hackly jointed entablature, which in other areas is usually
the domin.ant feature, is, with isolated exceptions, much
less prominent than the colonnade.

The lack of entabla-

ture may be due to erosion and lack of exposure rather than
a flow characteristic; that is, the entablature probably
did or does exist more prominently than is evident to the
eye.
Hood

Most of the outcrops of Low MgO flows are along the
Rive~

which has two well-developed terraces.

The

lower terrace begins at the top of the colonnade in most
instances.

The upper terrace is composed of glacial out-

wash and stream gravels.
I

Since the Low MgO N2 flows are not seen in sequence
of more than three flows, the number of flows in the
section exposed in the Hood River area is difficult to
determine.

Using thickness and the relative position of·

one unique flow in the Low

Mg~

N2 section, the author has

tentatively identified five Low MgO N2 flows.
The third (?) flow up (henceforth, Low MgO N2-J; the
Low MgO N2 flows will be referred to as numbers 1-5 from
bottom to top) from the N2/R2 boundary is unique in flow

"'
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appearance compared to the other Low MgO N2 flows.

It has

large columns about one meter wide and open horizontal

fractures which are continuous across an entire exposure.
The fractures are vertically about one to two meters apart,
forming layers in the upper third of the colonnade.
all exposures the entablature is non-existent.

At

If there

were an entablature, it was eroded away or buried.
An intracanyon Low MgO N2 flow is exposed at the
junction of the West Fork Hood River and t.he Hood River
(Figure 7).

It appears to be younger than the Low MgO N2-3

flow and is tentatively placed in the stratigraphic column
as overlying Low MgO N2-3, thus is Low MgO N2-4.

It is

interpret.ed as an intracanyon flow because it crops out at
the same elevation and adjacent to the Low MgO N2-3 flow
and because it has fan jointing with the joints radiating
away from its vertical contact (?) with Low MgO N2-J.

The

contact is obscured by soil cover and the possibility of a
fault has not been ruled out.

The cooling pattern is the

strongest support f'or its being an intracanyon flow.
Flow top palagonite is found in two places within the
Low MgO N2 sequence.

One is on the second flow down from

the High MgO/Low MgO boundary.
intracanyon flow.

This may or may not be the

Only the top 2 meters are exposed at

this location, the mouth of Ditch Creek.

The other flow

top palagonite location is in sec. 30, T.2N., R.10E., just
south of' South Pine Creek.

An interbed also occurs at this

1
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location.

The interbed consists of about ten centimeters

of paleosoil which is partly indurated.

has wide, well-formed columns which places it tentatively

i
ll

The overlying flow

between Low MgO N2-2 and Low MgO N2-3.

.

!

!

One other interbed associated·with the Low MgO N2
flows is a coal seam about one-half meter thick exposed at
a rock pit in the NW~ sec. 8, T.2N., R.11E.

Since trace

element analysis was not run on samples _from the rock pit,
hand sample identification was relied on.

The coal seam is

high in the Low MgO N2 section and probably marks the High
MgO/Low MgO contact.

The upper flow is weathered and

brecciated due to faulting but could be High MgO.
The .Low MgO N2 thickness is difficult to measure due
to lack of exposure, varying dips, faulting and an apparent
change in thickness.

The thickness on Middle Mountain just

east of Dee is about 135 meters.

On the north side of the·

southernmost.northwest trending fault through Middle Mountain
(See Figure 11), the thickness is no less than 200 meters.
The author attributes the greater thickness to a tectonic
and/or erosional low which confined the Low MgO N2 flows to
an area north of the now present fault.

The intracanyon

flow indicates that erosion was taking place during implacement of the Low MgO N2 flows.

The Low MgO N2-3 flow

dips 15° to the north a.rid the Low MgO N2-4 dips to 4° to
the north.
may be a

I

The change in dip between the two adjacent flows

r~sult

of cbntinued differential folding during
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extrusion.

The thick flow top breccias in the Low MgO N2

section north of the fault also support the existence of a
topographic low,
High MgO Grande Ronde Basalt.

The High MgO basalt is

coarser grained than the Low MgO basalt, the grain size of
the Hign MgO basalt not exceeding 1.0 millimeter and usually
about 0.5 millimeter.

The High MgO basalts are grey to

grey-green, weathering to a speckled orange and grey on the
inside and a distinctive orange-brown to red-brown on the
surface.
The High MgO N2_ flows, exposed from Green Point Creek
south to Lake Branch Creek along the Hood River, on Middle
Mountain and on the east side of the Hood River Valley,
have large columns about one meter wide.

The colonnade in

some places is well-formed as vertically jointed columns,
but often it has irregular, widely-spaced blocky joints
which may resemple columns at a distance

(Fi~ure

8).

Platy

jointing in the colonnade is common, causing platy talus
at the base.

Hackly jointing with a thick vesicular section

often exists in the top five or six meters,

~n

places hack-

ly and blocky jointing alternate within the flow.
The upper contact of the lowest (?) High MgO flow
has two to three meters of flow top

pa~agonite

for at least

two kilometers along the Hood River between Lake Branch
Creek and the SE~ of the NW~ sec. 22, T .1N. , R. 9E. · The
palagonite indicates that the area was probably a basin
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containing water at the time of early High MgO extrusion.
Also there appears to be one or two more High MgO flows in
the southwest corner of the Hood River Valley than at Middle
Mountain.

The flows may have been contained in a topograph-

ic low in the southwest corner of the area.

Only the top

of the lowest High MgO flow is exposed; therefore, the
thicknes~

is unknown.

Pillows occur at the base of the highest High MgO
flow exposed at Snakehead Creek.

By the time the last High

MgO flow arrived water was ponded or a stream flowed in the
area now occupied by

Snakehea~

Creek.

thickness of at least two meters.

The piliows have a

The base of the flow is

not exposed nor is the pillow complex exposed laterally for
more than a few meters.

The ponding continued until the

Frenchman Springs flows arrived.

The base· of· the lowest

Frenchman Springs flow also has pillows.
In between the High MgO flows and the Frenchman
Springs flows is an interbed, the Vantage Member of the
Ellensburg Formation, representing a period of non-volcanic
activity and~only local stream desposition in the Hood
River Valley.

The Vantage horizon is exposed in five loca-

tions in the area.

Two exposures are along Highway 35 in

the southeast edge of the valley (sec. 9, T.1s., R.10E.).
The exposures are about 125 meters apart.

The exposure to

the north has a thick pillow palagonite complex overlying
the Vantage horizon.

The one to the south has no pillows;
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instead, a paleosoil about one-fourth meter thick with a
large tree cast jutting into the overlying Frenchman Springs
flow marks the Vantage horizon.

Tree casts are also found

in a one meter thick paleosoil at the Vantage horizon exposed at the rock pit on Middle Mountain in sec. 18, T.1N.,
R.10E.

Just west of the junction of Lake Branch Creek and

the West Fork Hood River, the Vantage horizon is represented
by a stratified, lens-shaped layer of.sand, marking an old
stream channel.

At Snakehead Creek

represented by an interbed.

t~e

Vantage is not

If sediments existed they must

have been mixed in with the pillows which form the base of
the Frenchman Springs Basalt.
Wanapum Basalt
The Frenchman Springs and overlying Priest Rapids
flows are the two members of the Wanapum Basalt exposed in
the Hood River watershed.

The division between the two

members in the thesis area is based on RMP, however, geochemical differences also distinguish the units.

Frenchman

Springs basalt has normal magnetic polarity and Priest
Rapids has reversed; this is the RJ/N2 boundary (See
Figure 2).
Frenchman Springs Basalt.

Frenchman Springs flows

vary in hand sample appearance.

All are coarse grained,

from 0.5 to 2.0 millimeters, and many are phyric with
plagioclase phenocrysts of 0.5 to 2.0 centimeters in length.
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Although Frenchman Springs flows are often described as
megascopically distinct from the High MgO flows due to the
phyric nature of the former, some Frenchman Springs flows
are aphyric.

The aphyric flows are somewhat less coarse

than the phyric, with grains no larger than 1.0 millimeter.
The aphyric flows megascopically closely resemble the greygreen High MgO flows.

The presence or lack of phenocrysts

in the Frenchman Springs flows, as observed in the most
complete section at Snakehead Creek, occurs, from oldest
to youngest,· as follows:

1) aphyric at the base grading

to abundantly phyric at the top, 2) moderately phyric,
J) abundantly phyric, 4) aphyric,

phyric.

5) aphyric and 6) rarely

The definition of the quantitative modifiers used

in this paper for the concentration of phenocrysts in the
Frenchman Springs Basalt is as follows:

aphyric means no

phenocrysts observed; rarely phyric means one phenocryst
per square meter; moderately phyric means one phenocryst
per one-quarter square meter;

abundant~y

phenocryst per 100 square centimeters.

phyric means one
The occurrence of

phenocrysts is similar in the flows mapped in the Portland
area (Beeson and others,

1970~).

The only difference is that

only five Frenchman Springs flows were mapped in· the Portland area with one less phyric flow below the aphyric flows.
All Frenchman Springs flows are easily distinguished
from the Grande Ronde flows with trace element data. · In
the Frenchman Springs flows Iron (Fe) content is greater

1
i

I
I
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than 10% and the Sodium/Samarium (Na/Sm) ratio is less

I

than .33; in the Grande Ronde flows Fe content is less

l

than 10% and the Na/Sm ratio is greater than .33.

!

I
l

I
I
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j
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Frenchman Springs flows are exposed in the southwest
corner of the Hood River watershed along Lake Branch Creek
and the West Fork Hood River, capping Middle Mountain,
north of Middle Mountain along the Hood River, east of the
city of Hood River and in the Snakehead Creek drainage.
Six Frenchman Springs flows are about 70% exposed

'

ll

l.

at Snakehead Creek; all

co~tacts

except the Vantage horizon

at the base of the member are buried under soil and grass
cover.

The second and third flows above the Vantage horizon,

each about 10 meters thick,

a~e

hackly jointed throughout.
\

The other Frenchman Springs flows, ranging from

15 to 25

I
J

.,I

meters thick, have large columns about 1 to 2 meters in
'i

diameter with blocky, irregula! jointing which gives rise
to blocks 1 meter or larger (Figure 9),

Platy jointing

divides the colonnade of the fifth flow above the Vantage
horizon.

The entablature is small or non-existent in all

but ·the second and third flows.

Total thickness of the·

Frenchman Springs Member is about 120 meters.
Priest Rapids Basalt.

The Priest Rapids basalt is

not easily distinguished from the ·Frenchman Springs basalt
by hand sample identification or by trace element chemistry,
but the Priest Rapids' stratigraphic position, thick cliffforming entablature, high percent magnetite in the ground-

I
I
I

.,
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mass and reversed RMP facilitate identification.

The

samples from the colonnade of the Priest Rapids flow in the
Hood River area are coarse grained, resembling aphyric
Frenchman Springs flows.

Samples from the

entablatur~

are

fine grained, with rare plagioclase phenocrysts up to 1.0
centimeter in length, and slightly magnetic when powdered
due to the high percent magnetite dust in the groundmass.
The trace element chemistry is similar to that of the
Frenchman Springs flows, except that Samarium (Sm) and
Europium (Eu) are somewhat higher in the Priest Rapids .
samples from the Hood River area.
One flow of the Priest Rapids Member is exposed in ·
the Hood River Valley at four locations.

Three exposures

are exposed overlying the Frenchman Springs Member and one
is in probable contact with the Frenchman Springs flows
under a cover of soil.

The Priest Rapids flow has a thin,

blocky jointed colonnade. and a thick, hackly jointed
entablature, 40 to 50 meters thick.

The thickness of the

colonnade is difficult to measure; at all exposures the
colonnade is partly buried by rubble from the entablature
or its upper part is an erosion surface.

Three of the

exposures of Priest Rapids are highly eroded, leaving only
10 meters or less of exposure.

On the east side of the

West Fork Hood River just south of the junction with Lake
Branch Creek, however, the Priest Rapids entablature forms
a cliff about 60 meters high (Figure 10).

.\
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The Priest Rapids flow has been ·mapped as an intracanyon flow to the west of the Hood River Valley where it

overlies thick stratified palagonitic sand and pillow basalt
(Vogt, 1978, oral communication).

The westernmost exposure

of the Priest Rapids flow in the Hood River area overlies
about 2 meters of pillow palagonite, but the base and top
are not exposed and thickness and relationship to other
flows is not known.

j

.i
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STRUCTURE
Methods for Defining Structure
The overall structure of the Columbia River Basalt
in the Hood River Valley was interpreted by measuring attitudes and determining stratigraphic position of exposed
flows and by studying exposed faults.·

Also, air photos,

topographic maps and a side-looking radar image (SLAR)
were observed for lineations and topographic expression
which may indicate structure.

It is assumed that the ini-

tial regional dip on the flows was very small and can be
ignored,

Limited exposure and undulatory contacts made

attitudes difficult to measure, especially where dips are
less than 5°.

Strike and dip symbols on the geologic map

(See Figure 11) represent outcrops from which the measured
dip was judged to reflect post-depositional deformation
rather than topography which existed at the time of
deposition.
Exposure of faults was limited to a few small faults
along the Hood River and to two major breccia zones accompanied by small faults on the east side of the valley,
i

l·

i
I
~
~

Throw along faults was estimated where possible by the
difference in elevation of correlative flows on each side
of the fault,

Slickensides were found in one location to

indicate direction of movement, but in most cases fault

i
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planes were weathered or not exposed.

Faults were mapped

also where an extreme increase in thickness of an exposed

section required a repeat in the section.

Faults thus

indicated are located approximately by relying.on topography, known structures and air photo lineations.
Folding
The Yakima Basalt is gently folded with an anticline
trending east-west through the southern portion of Middle
Mountain and plunging to the east.
of Lake Branch Creek and

t~e

North of the junction

West Fork Hood River most dip

measurements have an eastern component, probably as a result
of post-Miocene down-faulting along the east side of the
valley.

The apparent dip of the Yakima Basalt along the

West Fork Hood River between Lake. Branch Creek and Mohr Park
(sec. 22, T.1N., R.9E.) is 1° north; the river flows along
the contact between two High MgO flows.

The attitude of

the High MgO basalt at the junction of Lake Branch Creek
and the West Fork Hood River is N4o0 w 8°NE.

On the west

side of the Lake Branch Creek valley the Frenchman Springs
basalt dips 7° west.

The few attitudes measured suggest

that an anticline trends approximately north through the
southwest corner of the Hood River area.

Since much of the

Lake Branch Creek valley is mantled with andesite, the axial
trace of the anticline is unknown.

l .
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I
Faulting

\

l

The Hood River area is broken by several faults repre-

1

senting two separate periods of deformation.

The oldest

period of deformation of the Yakima Basalt is marked by two
major east to northeast trending faults.

Both are probably

normal faults, but the throw on each fault represents opposite relative movement.

The majority of the faults in

ll

the Hood River Valley represent the youngest period·of de-

I

formation; these faults trend northwest and are down to

1

ll

the southwest.

l
l

at the same time as northeast folds which extend across

The older northeast trending faults probably developed

I
l

the·northern Oregon Cascades.

The folds and faults can be

traced southwestward to connect with similar structures in
the Bull Run drainage area (Vogt, 1978, oral communication)
and probably eastward onto the Columbia Plateau.
The major northeast trending structure is a thick,
brecciated zone in the Neal Creek drainage that marks .an
offset within the Yakima Basalt of about 200 meters up to
the south.

The breccia zone apparently is preferentially

cemented along north trending lines.

Differential erosion

has produced vertical ridges of brecciated basalt which
trend about north-south.

The breccia zone probably is

correlative with the thrust fault mapped in the Bull Run
area (Vogt, 1978, oral communication) and the fault in the
Ortley anticline along the Columbia River which also have

l
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similarly cemented ridges.of brecciated basalt.

The

breccia zone does not appear elsewhere in the Hood River
Valley, so it probably trends south of Middle Mountain and
under Blue Ridge.

Small faults trending northeast occur

just north of the major breccia zone in Neal Creek.
A

second fault with a northeast trend separates the

hills bordering the valley formed by Lake Branch Creek and
the West Fork Hood River.

The fault is itself not manifest

but a displacement of the Yakima Basalt indicates faulting_.
The base of the Frenchman Springs Member is exposed at 1550
feet elevation in the NWt sec. 28, T.1N., R9E.; less than
one kilometer to the south Frenchman Springs flows crop
out at 1350 feet in sec. 28 T.1N., R.9E., but the base is
not exposed.

i.

west.

The general dip of the flows is to the north-·

The minimum throw is 70 meters, down to the south.
The younger, northwest trending faults are poorly

exposed due to erosion and burial by volcanic sediments
from glacial outwash and by younger volcanics.

Even with

limited exposure, a dominant northwest trend is evident.
Three small basalt dikes, with trends of Nla°W, Ni5°w and
N45°W, cut the High MgO Grande Ronde section in sec. 22
and 28, T.1N., R.9E.

A series of small faults trending

N5°W to N55°W occur in the Low MgO N2 Grande Ronde section
along the Hood River north of Green. Point Creek.

The

faults have a breccia zone about one meter wide.

Since

individual Low MgO Grande Ronde flows are not distinguishable

1.
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in hand sample or by trace element analysis, the author
was unable to determine direction of movement or amount of

displacement in most faults.

The narrow breccia zone arid

the small amount of shearing in adjacent flows indicates
that the offset is probably only a few meters.

One fault

near Ditch Creek clearly displaced a flow about two meters
down to the south.
The Hood River has at least two prominent bends which
are fault related, one in the, SEi sec. 36, T.2N., R.9E. and
•
one in
the NW4:.L sec. 31 , T. 2N. , R. 1 OE.

fault trends N45°-55°w.

In section 36

~he

Offset is visible along the fault

on the east side of the river but not on the west.

Displace-

ment on the east appears to be down to the south, but the
lack of obvious vertical offset on the west side leaves
doubt as to the sense of movement.

A two meter thick breccia

zone occurs at the fault in section 31.

Direction of move-

ment was not ·determined but a possible fault plane trends

Nio 0 w and dips 52° south.

The fault plane was not access-

ible for close inspection.
Two major faults were mapped trending northwest across
Middle Mountain.

One NJ0°W trending fault cuts through the

southwest corner of Middle Mountain but is not exposed at
the surface due to weathering and erosion.

The Vantage

horizon, which has a constant dip to the east in this area,
is offset approximately 280 meters up to the northeast,
suggesting faulting.

The Vantage horizon is exposed on

,

. ..

l
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Middle Mountain at approximately 1600 feet elevation in
sec. 18, T .1N. , R. 1 OE. and, to the northeast, is exposed at

approximately 2400 feet elevation in sec. 8, T.1N., R.10E.
Although the fault is not exposed in the banks of the Hood
River, stratigraphic evidence supports its continuation
'j
!

I

l
I

1

!
i

I

across the river.

Between Dee and the dam on Hood River,

(sec. 31, T.2N., R.10E.) a repeated exposure of Low MgO
R2 Grande Ronde flows and three overlying Low MgO N2 Grande
Ronde flows with strikes of N5°W to N5°E and dips of 4° to

I

j
j

I

10° north indicates the existence of a fault between the
repeated sections.

The trend of the fault mapped is sup-

ported by lineations on air photos and the SLAR image.

The

vertical separation along Hood River is about 215 meters,

65 meters less than on Middle Mountain.
Columbia River Basalt does not crop out. soutn of
Middle Mountain in the Upper Hood River Valley, indicating
either that over JOO meters of material was eroded from
the valley, or, that the Upper Hood River Valley is a downfaul ted block.

The latter seem more likely since subsidence

is probable to the south of Middle Mountain in the vicinity
of the Mt. Hood volcano.

With subsidence to the south, it

is probable that this fault is hinged to the north with
increasing throw to the south.

Down-faulting of the Upper

Hood River Valley is also supported by extreme fracturing,
minor faulting and deep weathering of the exposed basalt
along the south edge of Middle Mountain.
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The trace of a second fault through the approximate
center of Middle Mountain was interpreted by topographic

expression, air photos and the SLAR.

This fault is required

to account for some of the thickness of the exposures of Low
MgO N2 Grande Ronde basalt.

The Low MgO N2 Grande Ronde

thickness along Green Point Creek and east of Dee is
about 130 to 150 meters.

Northeast of the major fault in

the southwest corner of Middle Mountain, the Low MgO N2
thickness is about 220 to 235 meters.

If a second fault

were not projected through Middle Mountain and the Hood
River, the Low MgO N2 thickness would exceed JOO meters.
The thickest sections of Low MgO N2 Grande Ronde basalt to
the east and north of the Hood River Valley do not exceed
250 meters.

The thickness at the Pasco Basin ranges from

lI
.l
l
I

150 to 250 meters (Asaro and others, 1978) and the Grande
Ronde thickens toward the Pasco Basin from the margins of
the province (Swanson and others, 1977).

Since the Yakima

Basalt flows are considered to have effused from dike swarms
to the east or northeast, it is doubtful that the section
thickens to the west, except locally.
Other small faults were projected across the Hood River
at locations indicated by the air photos, usually where
the basalts were not exposed along the river.

These

faults seem the best explanation for the continued exposure
of the Yakima Basalt flows along the Hood River; the flows
would dip out of sight if not repeatedly faulted up to the
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northeast.
The fault bordering the east side of the Hood River
Valley (henceforth, the Hood River Fault), mapped previously
by Peck (1961) and Newcomb (1969), trends approximately
N5°--10°w with a minimum throw of 270 to JOO meters down to
the west.

Slickensides exposed in the rock pit in sec. 8,

T.2N., R.10E, indicate horizontal as well as vertical
movement.

The fault plane is vertical and slickensides

were observed that trend N25° W with a dip ·~f 31° N and N15°w
with a dip of

4f N.

The sense of movement is right lateral.

I

. J

I
I

(The east facing plane has
up dip; the west

fac~ng

the north, down dip.)

slicken~ides

smooth to the south,

plane has slickensides smooth to
The road which runs east up the

valley exposes one kilometer horizontally of brecciated
basalt.

The breccia is interrupted for a few meters in the

area of the rock pit by non-brecciated Low MgO N2 Grande
Ronde basalt.
Baldwin (1966) mentions that the Hood River Valley
is a graben bordered on the .west by.a fault passing beneath
Mt. Defiance.

There is no evidence that the Hood River

Valley is a graben; instead, it is cut by a series of
northwest trending

~aults,

incl~ding

the Hood River Fault,

all of which are down to the southw.est.
units of the Yakima Basalt crop out at

The stratigraphic
approximat~ly

the

same elevation on the west s1de of Middle Mountain as on
the east side of the Hood River Fault and the flows dip to

I

l
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the east, as illustrated in the E-W cross-section through
Middle Mountain (See Figure 12, in pocket).

The Upper

Hood River Valley may be a graben bordered on the east by
the Hood River Fault, on the north by a fault along the
south side of Middle Mountain and on the west by a fault
beneath Blue Ridge.

The·graben could be caused by sub-

sidence under the Mt. Hood volcano to the south.

GEOLOGIC HISTORY
The Yakima Basalt was extruded between 16 and 6
million years before present (Watkins and Baksi, 1974;
McKee and others, 1977),

The youngest Yakima Basalt

mapped in the vicinity of the thesis area, however, is
the Pomona Member, which is 12 mybp (McKee and others,

1977)

I

Since the base of the Yakima Basalt is not exposed
•

in the Hood River Valley, pre-basalt topography and urider-

I

lying material is unknown.

I

breccia in the Low MgO and High MgO Grande Ronde basalt

I

indicates that the Hood River are.a was a subsiding basin

l

in which water collected.

I
I

entire area and the greatest difference in thickness of a

l

Widespread palagonite flow top

l

Since most flows cover the

I

stratigraphic unit within the area is about 100 meters,

l

the relief at any one time was probably no greater than

Il

100 meters.

I
l

The lowest area during the extrusion of the Low MgO
N2 Grande Ronde basalt was at the present center of Middle
Mountain and directly to the west along the Hood River.
The Low MgO N2 Grande Ronde flows are thicker in this area
than elsewhere in the valley.

The thicker section may be

a result of more Low MgO N2 flows entering the area than
to the south or a result of ponding of individual flows
before they overflowed the confining .area.

The possibility
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that low areas did exist during the influx of Low MgO N2
flows is supported by the existence of the Low MgO N2 intra-

canyon flow about one kilometer north and west of Dee as.
well as by palagonitic material.
The High MgO Grande Ronde flows have a fairly constant
thickness in most of the Hood River Valley but appear to
thicken in the southwest corner of the area where they are
exposed ?long Lake Branch Creek and the West Fork Hood
River.
Hi~h

Since only the top 2 meters of the lowest visible

MgO Grande Ronde flow are exposed, the total· thickness

in this area is unknown.

The wide extent of flow top

palagonite on the High MgO flow indicates that water was
ponded in the area.

Possibly

de~ormation

began at the time

the High MgO Grande Ronde flows were being extruded, creating a low in the southwest corner of the area, thus allowing
a thicker accumulation of basalt as well as providing a .
basin in which water ponded.
After the High MgO Grande Ronde flows transgressed
the area, a period of non-deposition significantly longer
than between most flows occurred during which soils formed
and trees grew.

The unconformity is the Vantage

horizon~

estimated as occurring between 15.5 to 14.5 mybp (.Atlantic
Richfield Co., 1976).

The base of the Frenchman Springs

Member follows an irregular paleotopography; pillows are
found in the old river valleys and preserved trees and
paleosoils are found at the locale of ancient highs.

'l
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After the Frenchman Springs fiows covered the area, a
period of erosion ensued.

During this period faulting and/

or folding also occurred.

Priest Rapids flows, extruded

about 14 mybp (Atlantic Richfield Co., 1976), overlie the
Frenchman Springs flows and are exposed in four places in
the Hood River Valley.
(NW~

In the southwest corner of the valley

sec. 28, T.1N., R.9E.) about 15 meters of Priest Rapids

basalt overlies about 3 meters of eroded Frenchman Springs
basalt, which in turn, overlies the Vantage horizon.

Less

than one kilometer to the south, about 70 meters of Priest
Rapids basalt overlies at least 20 meters of Frenchman
Springs basalt where the base of the Frenchman Springs
·basalt is not exposed.

The northeast trending fault in the

valley of the West Fork Hood River and Lake Branch Creek
separates the two exposures mentioned above.

The fault,

occurring after the arrival of the Frenchman Springs basalt
and before the arrival of the Priest Rapids basalt, created
a structural high on its north side.
basalt was then eroded from

~h~

Frenchman Springs

uplifted area.

After

erosion the Priest Rapids basalt filled the lower area
cove~ing

the thick, less eroded Frenchman Springs basalt

and then overflowed to the north 'onto the higher, eroded
Frenchman Springs basalt.
The Priest Rapids flows were largely confined· in
·valleys by the time they reached-the uplifting Cascades.
Thus, not all Frenchman Springs flows were capped by Priest

.........
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Rapids basalt.

Based on outcrop locations and appearance,

·it seems that the Priest Rapids basalt followed an ancient

river channel from the Hood River Valley, through the
Bull Run watershed to Crown Point ·in .the western Columbia
River Gorge.

In sec. JO, T.1N.; R.9E., north of Lake

Branch Creek, Priest Rapids basalt.overlies about 2 meters
of pillow basalt.

In the Bull Run area (Vogt, 1978, oral

communication) and at Crown Point (Moran, 1978, oral communication) the Priest Rapids Member overlies thick pillow
basalts and stratified palagonite breccia.

The Priest

Rapids flows were channeled into low areas which must have.
had a constant supply of water to allow such thick and
widespre~d

accumulations of palagonite.

The Dalles Formation overlies the Yakima Basalt in
the Hood River Valley.

The Dalles Formation, consisting of

debris fans from Cascadian volcanism during late Miocene
and early Pliocene time, filled topographic lows in the
Yakima Basalt in the Hood River. Valley (Wise, 1969).

The

Dalles Formation is folded. into a broad anticline along with
the Yakima Basalt on the east ridge of the Hood River
Valley (Wise, 1969).

Folding apparently began before the

depo.si tion of the Dalles Formation and continued during
and after.
The fault zone through the Neal Creek area could· have
occurred before the implacement of the Priest Rapids Member.
Priest Rapids flows have been mapped -to the north of the
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fault and not to the south.

Since more stratigraphic map-

ping is necessary in much of the east side of the Hood

River Valley, the age of the fault relative to the Yakima
Basalt is ambiguous.
The northwest faulting appears to be younger than the
east-west

f~lding

and faulting.

The northwest faults may

have occurred while folding was still going on.

The breccia

ridges in the Neal Creek drainage are cemented in a northsouth trend almost parallel to

th~

trend of the Hood River

l

j
j

Fault.

The ridges may

~e

a result of deep shearing and

j.

I
j

cementation by escaping hydrothermal fluids.

The north-

i

south trend indicates that the shearing may relate to the

j

northwest faulting which occurred aft.er the east-west

!
l

faulting and associated brecciation.
The northwest faulting appears to be antithetic, the
fault plane .dips in the opposite direction from the bedding
plane (Dennis, 1972).

Antithetic faulting is associated

with crustal extension and may result from domal collapse.
The regional north-south compression and east-west extension
and the possible collapse of

a

volcanic center to the south-

west of Mt. Hood could explain the trend and type of

f~ult-

ing which occurred in the Hood River Valley.
The

ea~tward plu~ge

of the anticline through Middle

Mountain is attributed to the north-south faulting on the
east side of the Hood River Valley, the Hood River Fault.
Thus, east-west

foldi~g

and

a~sociated

faulting occurred

~
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before the Hood River Fault.
The northwest faulting may have progressed toward the
northeast with the youngest fault in the Hood River Valley.
being the north part of the Hood

Riv~r

Fault.

The trend

of the faults becomes more northerly from west to east
across the valley, ranging from NJ0°W on the southwest side
0

to approximately N15 W on the northeast side.
Quaternary.glaciation and volcanism have contributed
to the erosion and masking of much of the Yakima Basalt in
the Hood River Valley.

Thick andesite and basalt flows· lap

over the.Yakima basalt and cover fault traces to the west
and south of the valley.

Several meters of

~lacial

out-

wash debris have buried.much of the valley floor and filled
the streams.

CONCLUSIONS
The Grande Ronde and Wanapum formations of the Yakima
Subgroup crop out in the Hood.River Valley.

Within the

Grande· Ronde basalt, two Low MgQ R2_flows, five Low MgO N2
flows and four High MgO flows are exposed; within the Wanapum
formation, six flows of the Frenchman Springs Member and one
flow of the Priest Rapids Member are exposed.
The general dip in the area is to the east.

On the

south end of Middle Mountain an anticline plunges about 5°
to the east.
Two.lineations are pronounced.

The older lineation

trends to the east-northeast, the younger to the northwest.
Two northeast trending faults were mapped.
in the Neal Creek

1·

drain~~e

One is exposed

and is up to the south.

It

probably connects with the fault exposed along the Columbia
River in the Ortley anticline and with the thrust fault
mapped in the Bull Run watershed.

The other northeast

trending fault was located by stratigraphic displacement;
up to the north, in the Yakima Basa1t·a1ong the West Fork
Hood River and Lake

B~anch

Creek.

Its trace is not exposed.

The northwest trending faults are all down to the
southwest.

Two major faults cut approximately NJ0°W acros$

Middle Mountain.

Several small faults with a northwest

trend were mapped along_ the Hood River.

"'~
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The Hood River Fault along the east side of the valley
trends approximately N5°-15°w and is down to the southwest,

but it also has a·right lateral strike-slip component.
J ·

The area must have been a topographic low when the
Yakima Basalt accumulated; thick, extensive flow top palagonite breccia occurs on many Low MgO and High MgO Grande
Ronde flows.

Also, the Low MgO N2 Grande Ronde unit in-

creases in thickness from 135 to 200 meters from south to
north along the west side of Middle Mountain.
thickness indicates that the flows

~ere

The change in

ponded for at least

part of the time they accumulated.
The Priest Rapids flow entered.the Hood River Valley
and followed a topographic low, probably a structural low or
an ancient river.channel, through the Bull Run watershed to
Crown Point.
The Hood River Valley does not appear to be a graben,
rather it consists of a series ·of antithetic faults trending
northwest down to the so·uthwest with flows dipping to the
northeast, as illustrated in the E-W cross-section through
Middle Mountain (Figure 12).

The Upper Hood River Valley,

south of Middle Mountain, may be a graben.

Although unmap-

ped, in all likelihood a fault trends approximately eastwest along the south edge of

~iddle

Mountain.

Drill hole

samples from the Upper Hood River Valley near Middle Mountain would be helpful in determining if a graben structure
exists.

l
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On the east side of the Hood River Fault, trace element chemistry is needed to determine the stratigraphy of

the Yakima Basalt and to further define the structure.
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APPENDIX A
TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY
Fifty-one samples of basalt are listed in Table I.
All, but sample TUCK-2, are Yakima Basalt.
younger basalt, probably of Pliocene age.

TUCK-2 is· a
The

Y~kima

Basalt is easily distinguished from other basalts by trace
element analysis.

TUCK-2 is similar to.Priest

~apids

hand sample appearance and has reversed polarity.
appears to overlie Frenchman Springs
River Valley near Tucker Bridge.

fl~ws

in

It

in the Hood

Trace element content
'v

clearly shows that it is not a Yakima Basalt.

I

The basalt samples·were analyzed for trace element
content using instrumental neutron activation analysis.
Sixteen grams of each sample were powdered and split to one
gram.

The one gram samples were irradiated in the Reed

College Triga reactor for one hour with a flux of 2x1012
n/cm2 sec. (250kw).

After irradiation, the samples were

counted twice on the Reed College Germanium-Lithium detector.

The first ·count of 8 minutes per sample

after irradiation; the second count

or 16

sample was 3 weeks after irradiation.

wa~

one week

minutes per

The data was reduced

on Portland State University computors.
The United States Geological Survey standard, BCR-1,
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was included in each experiment and counted for twice the
length of time of the other samples, at the beginning,

middle and end of each count.

The values of elemental

concentration for BCR-1 were taken from Flanagan (1973).
Table I is a summary list of the samples, the corresponding concentrations of elements detected and the relative
error for each value.

All trace elements are in parts per

million except Na and Fe which are in percent.

APPENDIX B
CORRELATION OF SAMPLE NUMBER,
MAP LOCATION AND STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT

SAMPLE NO.
HDRV- 1
HDRV- 2
HDRV- 3
HDRV- 4
HDRV- 5
HDRV- 6
HDRV- 7
HDRV- 8
HDRV- 9
HDRV-10
HDRV-11
HDRV-13
HDRV-14
GNPT- 1
GNPT- 2
GNPT- 3
GNPT- 4
GNPT- 5
NEAL- 1
NEAL- 2
NEAL- 3
NEAL- 4
NEAL- 5
SNKH- 1
SNKH- 2
SNKH- 3
SNKH- 4
SNKH- 5
SNKH- 6
SNKH- 7
SNKH- 8
SNKH- 9
SNKH-10
MDMT- 1.
MDMT- 2
MDMT- 3
MDMT- 4

MAP LOCATION
1
2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
·18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29

JO

31
32
33
34
35

36

37

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT·
High MgO
High M€l9
High MgO
High MgO
High MgO
High MgO
High MgO
High MfrO
Priest Rapids
Low MgO
Low Mg:O
High MgO
Frenchman Springs
Low MgO
Low MgO
Low MgO
Low MgO
Low MgO
Low MgO
High MgO
Low Mg:O
Low MgO
Low MgO
Low MgO
High MgO
High MgO
Frenchman Springs .
Frenchman Springs
Frenchman Springs
Frenchman Springs
frenchman Springs
Frenchman Springs
Priest Rapids
Hifrh MgO
High MgO
Low MgO
Low MgO

60
SAMPLE NO.

i! .

MDMT- 5
IVIDMT- 6
SNKH-11
SNKH-12
SNKH-13
SNKH-14
SNKH-15
FLUME 1
DITCH 2
DITCH J
HDRV-20
HDRV-21
TUCK- 1
TUCK- 2

MAP LOCATION

J8

39

40
41
42
4J
44
45 .
46
47
48
49

, 50
51

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT
Low MgO

Low MgO

High
High
Low
Low
Low
Frenchman
High
Low
Low
Low
Frenchman
Pliocene

MgO
MgO
MgO
MgO
MgO
Springs
MgO
MgO
MgO
MgO
Springs
Basalt

